What Clients are Saying

Meetings Online or in
our Los Angeles office

"I met my goals! It was not just the level of intensity that made the work
so effective, but also the accompanying exercises to engage and strengthen areas of my brain. The end result is a more optimized brain. I think
more clearly."
S.S., 3rd Level III
Investment analyst
"As a result of our work together I achieved more than I thought I could. I
am excited to see what the results are of the work we are doing together
today."
L.C., 3rd Level III
Portfolio manager, RIA founder
“I found it to be insightful and I know I'm in the right mindset to pass this
exam. It's helping me sleep!"

GAIN the
EDGE

J.G., 2nd Level III
Portfolio manager, new dad
"I got inspired to keep going with my superpower (the secret sauce as you
called it). What a delight to listen to someone's advice in such a honest
and savvy way."
T.L., CFA 2012
Technical Director Oil & Gas

Candidate Success Package©
Sagespring Associates LLC
What do Bridgewater Associates, Point72, Tiger Gain focus: reduce
Capital and Sagespring Associates have in common? All use personality assessments to heightstress, anxiety and
en the understanding of talent in the investdoubt
ment business.

Cynthia Harrington, CFA
Sagespring Associates LLC
Playa Vista, CA

Phone: 424-781-7069
Email:
cynthia@sagespringassociates.
com

Our Candidates Success Measures© (CSM) survey
paired with a one-on-one session with experienced
coach gives candidates an edge in preparing for the
CFA© exams. Using quantitative measures of 35
facets of personality, candidates can construct a
study plan tailored to their personality and their
current state of mind. This leads to both efficient
use of study time, and successful performance on
exam day.
The CSM© uses the five factor model analytics, the
only data-based personality assessment. All other
assessments are proximities built by professionals
based on a theory of personality.
Get Started Now To Boost Study Effectiveness
$300
More information or sign up at
www.sagespringassociates.com/success-package

Get perfect-fit
study approach for
your personality
Study with
efficiency, study
less
High success rate

